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Relatively little is known of the mating behavior of
marine turtles, although many anecdotal accounts have been
recorded (see Ehrhart, 1982). All of these observed rnatings
have been of turtles at sea. Studies have suggested that
mating in marine turtles occurs prior to the oviposition of a
female's initial clutch oftheseason, whenshecan mate with
several different males and sperm are stored for the fertilizationofsubsequentclutchesoftheseason(Owens, 1980; Gist
and Jones, 1989; Galbraith, 1993).
In this study we report incidental observations of green
turtles(C11elonia11ydas)
matingat anesting beach incyprus.
Observations were made duringlune 1995, between 2 and4
weeks afterthe onset of thenesting season, while conduct in^
night surveys at Alagadi Beach, a major marine turtle
nesting site in northern Cyprus (Broderick and Godley.
1996). Althoughcontinual night work has taken place at this
study site over six successive nesting seasons, observations
of this unusual mating behavior only took place in 1995.
We observed mating green turtles on four separate
occasions. On one occasion the mating pair was in the sea.
about 5 rn from the shore, while on another, a mating pair
appeared to have been washed onto the beach in stormy
weather. Both pairs separated after approximately five minutes of observation. However, on two other occasions,
duringcalm weather, the female crawledonto the beach with
the male still attached in amplexus. In both cases, after the
female ascended approximately 5-10 m up the beach, the
male detached, appeared disoriented, and returned to the
water. Both females went on to attempt nesting, one laying
a clutch which hatched successfully. In the final case, the
male was measured to have a curved carapace length (CCL)
of 85 cm.
Similarpublished records of mating by marine turtles at
or on nesting beaches do not appear to exist. The closest
available record is some 1947 film footage of huge numbers
of Kemp's ridley turtles ( L e p i d o c h e ~kempi)
s
nesting in an
an'ibada at Rancho Nuevo, Mexico, which shows a nesting
female on the beach with a male on top (P.C.H. Pritchard,
pers. COIIIIII.).
Since theseobservations were madeduring the first 2 to
4weeksofthenestingseason it is possible that they occurred
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prior to the deposition of the first clutch by the females
concerned. Two of the occurrences may have been a result
of the mating pair being incidentally washed ashore as a
result of stormy weather. However, on the other two occasions the females went on to attempt orcomplete the nesting
process, suggesting they were making a concerted effort to
nest. Mating at this late stage is unlikely to result in the
fertilization of any eggs of the proximate clutch. However,
the male involved may still have had a chance of fertilizing
at least some eggs of future clutches, assuming that oviposition would not flush out all the deposited sperm.
Without further supportive data, it is only possible to
hypothesize as to the actual causes of this behavior. We
speculate that two possible causes, in addition to stormy
weather, may have been the reproductive behavioral strategies known as "sneaking" and "mate guarding" (Krebs and
Davies, 1987). It is possible that the male, perhaps unable to
compete withother males formatingspriorto theonset ofthe
season, was sneaking copulations with females as they
approached the beach to nest. In other animal groups sneaking strategies are undertaken by small males. We measured
only one male, but because no regional data regarding adult
male sizes are available, it is not possible to ascertain
whether this was a small individual. However, with a CCL
of 85 cm, the measured male was smaller than the average
female recorded at this nesting site (mean CCL=92.0Â±0.7
cm, n =69; Broderick andGodley, 1996). Alternatively, the
male may have already mated with the female and may have
been guarding his mate until she reached the beach, reducing
the chance of further copulations. These possibilities remain
pure speculation, but future observations of this unusual
behavior should concentrate on attempting to elucidate the
behavioral mechanisms involved.
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